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vieux carburateur image Olivier lhommais Fotolia.com engines in modern cars are complex and complex machines. The carb is just one of the parts that make up the modern engine. It is responsible for mixing fuel and air into a combustible compound, regulating the ratio of these two ingredients and controlling the speed of the car.
Different engines require different types of carbs. There are different ways of classifying different types of carbs, and one such way is to calculate the number of barrels they contain. A barrel is simply a container or passage used to mix air and fuel. Carbs are one-, two- and four-barrel models. Smaller engines use single-barrel carbs
because they don't require as much energy to work. The big carb will be too massive as well. Two-barrel carbs are the most common. Four-barrel carbs are used with high performance engines. Most of the time, only two barrels are used, but an additional two come into play when more horsepower is required. Racecars are an example of
the type of vehicle that will use a four-barrel carb. Two-barrel carbs can be further divided into two subtypes. The first type is a model in which each barrel contains all the necessary carb circuits and a single common float chamber. The drossels in this type of carb can be opened at the same time. The second type is a little more
complicated. Two barrels have one set of circuits between them, and each throttle opens at different times. The first barrel is used idling and at medium speeds, supplying its own mixture of air and fuel. The second barrel opens the throttle when the car moves at high speeds requiring full throttle use. The second barrel at this time delivers
an additional mixture of air fuel to the engine cylinders. Other types of carbs are classified depending on how the air flows into them. Side carbs allow air to flow horizontally and are easily installed on engines when there is little space above them. Down the project of the carbs, on the other hand, are mounted on the top of the engine.
They have large barrels, and use gravity to help move the air-fuel mixture into different engine cylinders. If the engine is considered the heart of the car, the carb is the soul of the engine. The carb is responsible for supplying the right combination of evaporated fuel and air to make the engine work. This is the direct link of the driver with the
internal combustion engine: Click on the gas pedal and it works carb to make the car go faster. Conversely, carbs can be adjusted if doesn't get enough energy. The carb system operates on three main principles: measuring the correct proportion of fuel and air, spraying fuel into steam and distributing an even mixture of fuel and air in
Engine. When the fuel reaches the carb, it flows through the fuel supply pipe and into the bowl of the float. The fuel then flows through the fuel jet to the other side of the carb. This side includes an air entry point, also known as a barrel or throat, which has an air filter; Venturi tube, a tube that varies in width and throttle valve. The term
floating system is used to describe the work of a typical carb. The fuel flows through the installation entrance and through the seat, then past the end of the needle and into the bowl float. The needle is important because as the bowl fills up, the float pushes the needle into the needle seat, cutting off the fuel. Fuel remains the same. The
fuel jet is also called the main nozzle. The measuring jet, a calibrated hole at the bottom of the float bowl, determines the amount of fuel that will move into the engine. The measuring jet opens into the main well, which contains airbleeds and septums that turn fuel into steam when it moves up the main nozzle in the vacuum process, and
into the Venturi tube. The Venturi tube is so named because it works on the Venturi effect. The vacuum is created in the tube based on how much air is rushing through the carb entrance into the air. The narrow main nozzle moves the fuel into the Venturi pipe using low pressure, which pulls it out of the nozzle. This spray is then pushed to
the throttle valve. The throttle flap is placed between the spray and the entrance of the pipe, which leads to the engine. There are two types of throttle valves: the butterfly, which is a round disc, and the cylindrical one, which is as big as the input tube and rotates. The throttle is controlled by an accelerator, with cables or rods attached to a
throttle lever. Although the accelerator controls the speed of the engine, variations made on the throttle valve can be made to improve the performance of the car. There are several different types, configurations, and manufacturers of carbs based on what performance is needed. Different configuration options include two and four types of
barrel for greater airflow, accelerator pumps, high-flow needles and vacuum secondary apertures, just to name a few. Manufacturers of carb performance include Edelbrock, Holly, AED, Tree and Predator. Manufacturers of small carb engines include, among others, Briggs and Stratton, Bing and Tecumseh. These types include
lawnmower engines, snow-borough machines, motorcycle, log splitters and pressure washer. The mosquito, Carburetor_one_barrel_Carter-BBD_on_a_258_CID_AMC_engine.JPG carbs were invented in the late nineteenth century. Since then, carb technology has evolved and variations on the original design have been used to engines
with increased power and efficiency. Today, there are several different types of carbs. Differences in terms of Complexity and efficiency, each of them suitable for certain automotive applications. The function of all carbs is to mix fuel and air in the proper ratio for combustion in the internal combustion engine. Carbs work on the principle of
static and dynamic air pressure. Known as the Bernoulli principle, this means that as the air is quickly sucked into the engine, its dynamic pressure will increase. The carb corresponds to this pressure and allows the appropriate amount of fuel to mix with the air. Sidedraft and downdraft carbs are differently placed in entries, although they
achieve the same goal. These design differences may be related to the positioning of the carb next to the engine, or to the fact that several carbs are stacked on top of each other, where they naturally obscure one surface of the next carb in the line. Placing the project is useful only to keep the reception clear. Most carbs fall into one of
two big headlines: a fixed throttle or a variable throttle. Fixed choking carbs are the most common type, especially for American cars and trucks. They tend to downdraft carbs. Fixed throttle throttle carbs use airflow pressure to regulate fuel consumption, essentially filling the space through which the fuel would otherwise flow. Variable
carbs, also known as permanent depression carbs, differ in that they tend to sidedraft carbs. They use airflow pressure to indirectly regulate fuel consumption. Instead of filling the space, as in a fixed choking carb, the air flow pressure in the variable carb activates the connective pin, which in turn narrows or expands the fuel jet. In both
cases, the result is the same mixture of fuel and air. Airflow pressure, as drawn into the running engine, will function under many factors including engine temperature, fuel temperature and viscosity and air quality. The simplest carbs contain one barrel through which air flows on the way to the combustion chambers of the engine. Multi-
barrier carbs may contain two of these four barrels. This allows more air to flow through the carb and is especially useful for engines with large displacements, as more air is needed in the engine at any given time. Most multi-barrel carbs use the primary barrel, which is activated by a throttle, and a secondary barrel (or a number of
secondary barrels) that will only be used when more air is needed and the primary barrel is already at capacity (fully open). In the High performance engine configuration, multi-barrel carbs will allow all barrels to open at once, bypassing graded openings that is more useful and effective on most cars in everyday driving. In other cases,
multi-barrel carbureators can be used to feed air to two cans of cylinders, as in the Engine V configuration. In these cases, the barrels will be identical and there will be no primary or secondary designations. Catalytic carbs use a chemical reaction to change the quality of fuel as it mixes with air. Since one of the important tasks of the carb
is to mix fuel and air evenly so that the final combustion product is homogeneous, the impurities and fluctuations of the fuel are a problem for an effective carb. Catalytic carbs contain catalytic metal such as platinum or nickel to break fuel into its elementary components, so that it will mix more evenly. Although carbs are largely obsolete in
modern cars, catalytic carb technology lives on in a catalytic converter that uses metals to break down engine exhaust into less harmful gases before they are eliminated from the vehicle. Some carbs in specialized applications allow drivers to manually control most of the carb. The largest group of them are carbs used in aircraft engines,
where air pressure fluctuations resulting from altitude changes cannot be fully compensated by the mechanical design of the carb. The pilot's throttle allows you to override when more engine power is required. Another change on manually controlled carbs was common on some early motorcycle wide sidedraft layouts. It included the use
of a button known as a tickler that would depress the float inside the carb, and allow the fuel to fill the space inside. This made it easier to start a cold engine, but created a risk of carb pollution and fuel spilling on other parts of the engine where it could become a fire hazard. Other carbs have included other forms of manual control for cold
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